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Abstract—This poster presents P4-EncKV, an in-network proxy for accelerating encrypted data stores using recent programmable switches. P4-EncKV can perform operations over encrypted data while reducing query latency and required bandwidth. As proof-of-concept, we implement a prototype of P4-EncKV using BMv2 software switch, and show it can speed-up encrypted queries by 20-25% using basic caching operations. Our optimized cache design also reduces memory consumption by 18% compared to the state-of-the-art in-network caching approach, thanks to a novel hash-based indexing scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has become ubiquitous due to its elasticity, availability, and economies of scale (large cloud providers can amortize operational costs among multiple tenants). However, many organizations are still reluctant to use third-party clouds because often their applications require computations over sensitive data. A rich body of work has been devoted to enabling cloud applications, and in particular databases (or data stores), to work transparently on top of ciphertexts, e.g., by using specialized encryption schemes [1] or trusted execution environments [2]. Nevertheless, current approaches either exhibit significant performance penalties or are limited in terms of their operations. In common, most of them require routing queries over a proxy responsible for performing ciphertext operations (caching, summing or counting) without modifying traditional database servers (e.g., MongoDB, PostgreSQL) [1], as shown in Figure 1a.

In this poster, we propose to accelerate encrypted database queries by leveraging new programmable switches. These switches can provide flexible traffic processing up to multiple Tbps and naturally sit between database servers and clients. We explore their high-speed and flexibility to design an in-network proxy for encrypted key-value stores, called P4-EncKV (Figure 1b). Our system can speed-up queries (in particular read queries) while saving bandwidth capacity and preserving existing security properties, e.g., bounded information leakage. In this preliminary effort, we describe how P4-EncKV performs caching operations over encrypted data, and leave a more detailed discussion on how to perform further processing (e.g., homomorphic addition, oblivious access) as future work.

Unlike previous in-network caching approaches [3], which target plaintext key-value stores (though could be adapted to encrypted ones with some engineering effort), we support storing values at any granularity. Together with our novel hash-based indexing scheme, the P4-EncKV design significantly reduces the extent of fragmentation on the constrained switch memory resources. We deploy a prototype of P4-EncKV on BMv2 software switch [4] and demonstrate that it can accelerate encrypted database queries by 20-25% while reducing memory usage by 18% compared to the state-of-the-art in-network caching approach.

Related work. There have been many efforts exploiting programmable switches to accelerate applications. Examples include spoofed traffic filters [5], coordination services [6], and plain text database queries [7], [8]. In contrast, we take the first step toward accelerating encrypted applications (i.e., applications that do not require traffic to be decrypted at rest, processing, or transport).

II. TOWARDS A NETWORK ACCELERATED ENCRYPTED KEY-VALUE STORE

We deploy an in-network proxy (P4-EncKV) to accelerate encrypted key-value stores. In this poster, we focus on describing how P4-EncKV performs encrypted caching operations. Figure 2 shows our design. It uses a set of register arrays to store variable-length values, and match-action tables to access the appropriate index in each array to reconstruct the value content. For example, the value associated with encrypted key $E(C)$ is the concatenation of blocks at indexes 2 and 0 (the blue ones) in arrays 1 and 2, respectively. Unlike previous work [3], we define register sizes in a power of 2 basis, which
allows us to serve values at any granularity. Moreover, a hash-based indexing scheme enables us to have variable-length arrays (i.e., arrays with different numbers of elements) and thus save precious memory in the network device by reducing fragmentation.

We use an additional lookup table to match the encrypted key and generate two bitmaps (i.e., metadata). A block map indicating the arrays containing blocks that are part of the desired value and a hash map (hmap) that encodes a hash function to find an index inside a given array. In this case, we are neither limited to storing all blocks of a given value on the same index, nor need a list of indexes to find the right position for each array. Different hash functions can be used to avoid collisions, and the length of the hash map is proportional to the number of hash functions used.

### III. Preliminary Results

We prototype P4-EncKV using the BMv2 software switch [4]. The prototype extends NetCache implementation [3] by adding a hash map for each encrypted key and adopting variable-sized register blocks. We use Mininet (version 2.3.0) and the ZeroDB encrypted database (version 0.98.0) [2] to test our solution. ZeroDB enables clients to encrypt data and their indexes before outsourcing both to an untrusted server. This process ensures that the server never knows the content of data objects or which objects belong to a given index. The server stores indexes in an encrypted B-Tree that clients need to traverse over a series of round trips to retrieve the requested encrypted records (each round trip corresponds to the next level in the B-Tree). We use P4-EncKV to cache ZeroDB indexes, so on a cache hit the information is retrieved from the switch instead of a complete round trip to the server. Because all traffic passes through the switch, on a cache miss there is no impact on performance.

Our experiments consider a database filled with 5K records (random integer numbers), and we use a Python controller to populate our key-value store with the most frequent indexes (top levels of the B-Tree). Our results show that P4-EncKV can achieve 20-25% improvements in the total number of round trips for equality queries (Figure 3). In addition, P4-EncKV reduces memory usage by 18% compared to NetCache (Table I), as it minimizes the fragmentation issue originated from the NetCache register indexing scheme.

### IV. Conclusion and Future Work

In this poster, we begin to explore the potential for programmable switches to speed up queries over encrypted data stores. We propose P4-EncKV, an in-network proxy that can reduce query latency and bandwidth while preserving existing security properties. Our proof-of-concept prototype shows it is possible to reduce query latency by 20-25% with simple caching operations. As ongoing work, we are extending P4-EncKV to support more complex operations such as oblivious access and homomorphic encryption arithmetic. Future efforts also include evaluating our system on hardware switches.
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